PRODUCT OVERVIEW

ELECTRIC STRIKES

L565U UNIVERSAL CENTERLINE STRIKES
Modular faceplate design ideal for a variety of frame types and cut-outs. Includes 3 faceplates.

F2164 FIRE-RATED ALL-IN-ONE STRIKE
Versatile strike designed to work with most mortise and cylindrical locks.

0162 3/4" RIM STRIKE
Completely surface-mounted rim strike. Designed for use with Pullman latch rim exit devices.

0563 1/2" RIM STRIKE
Slim, adjustable design ideal for tight-fitting installations.

ELECTROMAGNETIC LOCKS

8310 MULTIMAG®
Designed for single outswinging interior or perimeter doors.

8371 MINIMAG®
Designed for single outswinging interior doors.

EW8310 EARLY WARNING ELECTROMAGNETIC LOCK
Designed to sense when an intruder is attempting to gain access into a building through a locked door.

DE8310 DELAYED EGRESS ELECTROMAGNETIC LOCK
Designed to detect pressure applied to outward swinging door.

PUSH SWITCHES

908 EXIT MUSHROOM BUTTON
Ideal for request-to-exit applications.

991 PNEUMATIC PUSH-TO-EXIT MUSHROOM BUTTON
Ideal for request-to-exit applications that require pneumatic time delay.

909 ROCKER SWITCH
Ideal for desk mount applications.

950T SHORT-RANGE TOUCHLESS ACTUATORS
NEMA 4-rated enclosure ideal for sterile & wash-down environments.
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KEYPADS & READERS

6005R 125kHz Wiegand Mullion Proximity Reader
Slim design ideal for areas with minimal surface space to mount.

5395R 125kHz Wiegand Proximity Reader
Compact design ideal for single-gang wall-box applications.

5355R 125kHz Wiegand Proximity Reader & Keypad Combo
Ideal for dual authentication or simple access via PIN or credential applications.

125kHz Proximity Cards & Fobs
Passive proximity cards and fobs for physical access control. Sold in packs of 10, 25 & 50. HID® & AWID® protocols available.

SPECIALTY LOCKS

3513 Electromechanical Cabinet Lock
Compact, surface-mounted design ideal for small enclosures.

3510LM Electromechanical Cabinet Lock
Compact, surface-mounted design ideal for small enclosures.

3520 Electronic Latch
Suited for a variety of applications with multiple mounting configurations.

POWER SUPPLIES

3510LM Electromechanical Cabinet Lock
Compact, surface-mounted design ideal for small enclosures.

10 Series Power Supplies
1, 3 and 5 Amp power supplies are perfect solutions when flexible power distribution is required.